Reliable Identification with the
Latest Facial Recognition
Technolgy
FACE Plus provides accurate, reliable
identification using the latest facial
recognition matching technology and tools to
manipulate and compare images. FACE Plus
generates facial templates from mugshots or
any facial image repository.
Advanced Case Management
Track and store multiple search scenarios in a case. You can input and
manage multiple views of probe images taken from JPEG or TIFF single image
files as well as AVI and MPEG video files. Then you will be able to create a
variety of searches with different probe images and data field selections for
filtering. Each search will be saved in the case file. Select a combination of
searches to review a blended result based on match scores.

MATCH
Select eye locations and match poor
source photos.

Image Enhancement
Images can be edited to provide even more accurate results by marking the
eye locations, cropping the images to be similar, correcting image brightness,
and other basic editing functions. Pose correction and lighting normalization
is also available, allowing you to search facial images that were once
unsearchable.

Facial Comparison
Compare images side-by-side or edit copies of images for easier viewing or to
clarify certain details. You can overlay two images to view distinct images, or
view a “curtain” image, which displays the left portion of one image and the
right portion of the other image.

Pose Correction: Create and
manipulate 3D models to the view
you need.

User-customized image display for investigations
Search millions of images in seconds
Searches facial features and ignores hair color, eyeglasses, &
background
Image editing tools for improved matching

Tattoo Matching

Video and photo input support
Pose Correction that allows the use of off-angle images such as
surveillance

A Leader in Law Enforcement and
Criminal Justice Technology
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FACE Plus - - Accurate, Reliable Identification
Investigations
FACE Plus conducts a one-to-many search of your
entire database and will display photos and data
when matches are found. FACE Plus gives the user
the option to narrow the search by physical
characteristics. All matches to the facial recognition
search will be displayed by photo, which allows you
to view each record with additional photos and data
for further identify verification.

Identification at Booking
Inmates can be screened at booking to verify if they
have a previous record. If a facial recognition hit is
returned, you can choose to automatically import
the existing data from the previous booking into the
new booking.

Watch List

Success Stories

FACE Plus can ensure all records are screened against
your user defined watch list or other database for
wanted individuals. The watch list monitor gives realtime feedback if a hit occurs against the watch list.
You can view all matches and associated images.
Contact information and protocols displayed with the
match make it easy for the right procedures to be
followed if a match occurs.

Philadelphia Police Detective working with FBI

PA Office of Attorney General, Philadelphia Office

The detective sent a photo to JNET to be run against
the JNET facial recognition database. The individual was a
target in a Squad 2/Violent Gang & Drug Task Force
investigation. The individual was described as black male,
approximately 23 years old and 5'5" tall, 150 pounds, from
the Germantown area of Philadelphia. The image was
searched in facial recognition system and a probable match
was sent to the agent for confirmation.

The Attorney General’s Office sent image to JNET of an
individual sitting on a public bench in an urban area. Using
facial recognition, the JNET office was able to crop the
photo and use the 3D tools to create a face-forward pose.
This image was searched using the facial recognition
system and the confirmed hit was in the top 10 of one of
the result sets.

DataWorks Plus is dedicated to providing the Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice
Market with affordable, top of the line products and technology to improve the productivity,
efficiency, and safety of officers and other staff. We offer solutions for mobile
identification, inmate tracking, booking, crime scene data and image management, live
scans, fingerprint archive, facial recognition, records management, and fusion centers.
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